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AFTERTASTE

Following the recipe gets you nowhere
in this biting new comedy that firmly
skewers celebrity chefs, gender
politics and #metoo

EXPOSED:
THE GHOST TRAIN

Accident or arson? Has someone
gotten away with murder? A gripping
crime series from the team behind
The Case of Keli Lane

MIKKI VS THE WORLD

See what’s got everyone talking in
this innovative, funny show that helps
teenagers cope with life

THE WONDER GANG

The latest project from the
commissioning team behind Bluey

And more inside...

COMEDY

Consistently won
its timeslot
#1 (non-kids) show
of the week on catch-up
Premiere episode
23.1% audience share
Media + social acclaim

AFTERTASTE
Has-been enfant terrible celebrity chef Easton West
goes toe-to-toe with his irrepressible millennial niece
in this edgy comedy with bite.

Arriving like a pariah to a dysfunctional family he
abandoned 25 years previously, it’s only his outspoken
18-year-old pastry cook niece, Diana, who shows any
interest. Easton realises that Diana represents everything
he’s not – young, female and fresh – and takes her under
his wing in an effort to crawl his way back to relevance.
But what price is Diana, on the cusp of becoming
a prodigy, willing to pay to work with her infamously
difficult uncle?
Darkly humorous, Aftertaste is set in the stunning
Adelaide Hills wine region, and features a diverse cast
of international characters reflecting the international
relevance and appeal of ‘foodie culture’.

ITCH

ABC COMMERCIAL

Premiered on ABC Kids
15 March 2021
Strong early performance
on ABC apps

MIKKI VS THE WORLD

THE WONDER GANG
An exciting new series from the commissioning team behind the
global success Bluey

With a sense of humour and a ‘no shame’ mantra, newly qualified
psychologist mikki explores a variety of mental health issues that
plague teenage audiences
The world has never met a fictional psychologist like Mikki
(aka Dr M). New to the business and with not much experience,
Dr M (the dynamic and infectiously charming Chika Ikogwe) throws
herself into every situation on the journey to becoming the best
psychologist ever. Often jumping in headfirst, Mikki makes a lot
of mistakes along the way – and often gets things totally wrong,
before she finally gets them right!
With her trusty receptionist sidekick (Carlo Ritchie), and in her
own unique way, Dr M explores a variety of mental health issues
that plague teenage audiences.

FACTUAL

Sold in multiple territories and with returning series
in production, this action-adventure series for kids brings
a fresh new take to the genre

When Itch gets his hands on a suspiciously warm rock made
of a new, previously unknown element – an element that
has extraordinary powers – things start to get interesting.
Pursued by his malevolent teacher, the government and an
evil corporation who are out to commandeer the element
to serve their own nefarious purposes, Itch has to draw on his
science know-how to stay one step ahead of his adversaries
and keep himself alive.With no one he can trust except for
his cousin Jack, sister Chloe, school crush Lucy, and new
school arrival Tim, Itch sets off on a desperate mission
to keep Element 126 away from these dark forces and get
it to the one person he thinks can help him…his Dad.

Profiled in The Wit’s
Fresh Kids Session
@ MIPTV 2021

Premiering internationally Berlinale Series Selects,
this biting new comedy from the makers of The Hunting
& Animals is not to be missed.

Having burned all his bridges, volatile chef Easton West
sells his name to a Shanghai conglomerate keen to exploit
the last ounce of his wavering fame. But when he dumps
a pig carcass on a critic’s lap and punches the restaurant
owner’s son, the subsequent social media tsunami
washes Easton ashore in the Adelaide Hills.

A thrilling new high-octane, action-adventure series
for primary-to-early secondary school kids, Itch was
developed for television by leading creators and
producers of young adult content Komixx Entertainment
(The Kissing Booth) and is based on BBC Radio
personality Simon Mayo’s best-selling teen novel of the
same name. In a breakout role, Samuel Ireland stars as
Itchingham (‘Itch’) Lofte, a science obsessed teenager
who pursues the unusual and sometimes dangerous
hobby of collecting all the elements on the Periodic Table.

Premieres on ABC Me
in May 2021

Willow, Whyla and Wes are the Wonder Gang – a determined
team of fact-finding kids who will do whatever it takes to answer
any question about amazing animals and nature, no matter how
complicated! With the help of their super cute quokka pals Quidget,
Quinton and Quest, and armed with a dazzling array of glowing
gadgets and technology, the Wonder Gang are dedicated to finding
out how the natural world works.
Targeted at upper preschool audiences and featuring a dynamic mix
of live action, puppetry and animation, The Wonder Gang introduces
the powerful art of investigating facts – how to ask a question, where
to look for answers, how to filter right and wrong answers and knowing
when you have arrived at the solution – all from the kid’s point of view.

EXPOSED:
THE GHOST TRAIN FIRE
Accident or arson? Has someone gotten
away with murder? A brand new edge-ofyour-seat true crime series from the makers
of The Case of Keli Lane

Returning series
in production
Sold in multiple territories
including the US, the UK,
New Zealand, Finland,
Spain, Portugal & Denmark

CHILDREN’S

Strong audience growth
across episodes
Season finale up 24%
on timeslot average
#1 factual on catch-up,
2021 YTD
Heavy social engagement
+ trended on Twitter

Absorbing and emotionally gripping,
this new series from multi award-winning
journalist Caro Meldrum-Hanna is a stunning
investigation into the untold story of the 1979
Ghost Train Fire at Sydney’s iconic Luna Park.
On a winter’s night over forty years ago, cries of delight turned into
screams of terror as the Park’s iconic Ghost Train ride erupted into
flames – fast becoming a hellish inferno, it consumed everything
in its vicinity. Tragically, six boys and one man died.

The compelling journey to uncover the real story of what happened
to the Ghost Train, and the deeply felt, lingering trauma for all those
involved brings an immediacy to this unsolved mystery, as silences
are finally broken and shocking secrets finally told.
Also available: EXPOSED: The Case of Keli Lane

NEW FOR MIPTV 2021

IN OTHER FORMAT NEWS
BROADCAST NEWS

IN OTHER FORMAT NEWS
FIGHT FOR
PLANET
A:
OUR CLIMATE CHALLENGE
Recently nominated in the 2021
International Format Awards (in the
Best Host of a Format category), Fight For
Planet A: Our Climate Challenge is one
of the freshest and most readily adaptable
new factual entertainment properties
on the market.
Recently optioned in Spain, Fight for
Planet A follows five diverse and competing
households, and takes a positive approach
to reducing our carbon footprint and
helping to protect our planet for future
generations.
Features shocking statistics, revealing
stunts, and many pro-active and above
all practical tips and strategies for
everyday families who want to be part
of the solution in tackling climate change.

YOU CAN’T
ASK THAT
With Season 6 about to air in Australia, You Can’t Ask That
continues its winning trajectory overseas – with over 30 seasons
delivered across 11 international productions, and current
options in 7 additional territories.
Several pilots have also commenced production, including in
Thailand. In recent news, Season 2 of CBC’s Canadian production
has been nominated for Best Factual Series at the 2021 CSA
Awards and, also in Canada, Season 4 of the French-language
version has been officially renewed for the AMI Network.

Image: Prank You Very Much
Recently airing to strong ratings and acclaim, innovative kid’s
shows Prank You Very Much and Get It Together Series 2 have
kicked off the year to a great start.
New seasons of top performing shows will also air in 2021 –
including the nation’s favourite music quiz show Spicks & Specks,
the ‘by gamers for gamers’ favourite Good Game: Spawn Point,
the topical, always trending discussion panel show Q&A,
primetime, premier lifestyle series Dream Gardens and
Gardening Australia and the pre-school institution Play School.

THE GREAT
BEE CHALLENGE

In the original uplifting series, four diverse families from both rural
and urban homes take on a life-changing challenge – competing, with
the help of a leading entomologist and a beekeeping expert, to build
thriving hives that produce delicious honey.

Delivering later in 2021 in the UK, the BBC has commissioned Keshet
Productions to deliver an aged-down version of the award-winning
competition format, delightfully re-named Show Me The Honey,
for their children’s channel CBBC.
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ADVICE TO MY
12-YEAR-OLD SELF
A multitude of smart, leading individuals outline the advice they
would give to their 12-year-old selves today in this inspiring series.
Prominent politicians, athletes, academics, activists, performers
and artists explain how they use their influence and experience
to change the world today for kids all over the world.
Intimate and insightful, this series generated strong crossgenerational appeal and broad social cut-through – and
regardless of age or gender, provided learnings for audiences
across the board.
Also delivering later in 2021 in the UK, Obh Obh Productions
is currently in production with Advice to My 12-Year-Old Self
for the BBC’s Scottish free-to-air channel Alba.

IT’S A DATE
A stellar ensemble cast navigates the disastrous speed bumps
of the dating world, in this multi-award winning scripted
comedy series that is in development with a broadcaster
in Germany.
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